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Twist Link

Ÿ Modest traction and durability; not recommended for use on Coquihalla Hwy
Ÿ Entry level chain made from carbon steel

Ÿ 8mm hardened deep v-bar cross chain with 8mm severe duty side 
chain and hardware

Ÿ Single sets: Minimum requirements for over the road applications; 
recommended for on/off road mixed use

Ÿ Recommended for on/off road applications

Heavy Duty V-Bar
Ÿ Designed to offer more aggressive traction for heavier loads and steeper grades

Ÿ Heavier side and cross chains for longer life in high traction requirements

Ÿ Triple sets: Recommended for pulling multiple trailer combinations in mixed 
on/off road applications in mountainous terrain

72 LBS

MPV343HDQC
with cam locks

75 LBS

MPV344HDQC
with cam locks

MPV743HDQC

131 LBS
with cam locks with cam locks

MPV744HDQC

133 LBS

Square Link
Ÿ Better suited for use on roads with mixed ice, snow and bare spots
Ÿ Reversible pattern offers twice the life of the gripping surface
Ÿ Heavier side chain designed for pulling heavier loads over steeper terrain

Ÿ Single sets: Minimum requirement for over the road drive axles; recommended 
for mixed road conditions and heavier loads

Ÿ 7mm hardened cross chain with 7mm heavy duty side chain and 
hardware

Ÿ Triple sets: Recommended for pulling multiple trailer combinations on 
mountainous highways with mixed road conditions

MP2147SLC

60.5 LBS
with cam locks with cam locks

MP2149SLC

64.8 LBS
with cam locks
MP4147SLC

111.5 LBS 119 LBS

MP4149SLC
with cam locks

Ÿ Triple sets: Recommended for pulling trailer combinations on mountainous 
highways

Ÿ Designed to provide the traction you need with easier installation and lighter 
weight

Ÿ 6mm hardened cross chain with 6mm side chain and hardware
Ÿ Single sets: Minimum requirement for over the road drive axles; recommended 

for steer and trailer axles when necessary

Standard V-Bar

with cam locks
45.8 LBS

MP2847LWQC MP2849LWQC
with cam locks

48 LBS

MP4847LWQC

84 LBS
with cam locks

MP4849LWQC
with cam locks

87 LBS

Single Con�guration
Cross chains span the width 

of one tire. 
Cross chains span the width 
of dual tires. The centre rail 

adds stability. 

Triple Con�guration

24.522.5 22.5 24.5

Premium

Ÿ Studded tire chain is recommended for off-road applications, and for extended 
duty cycles on multiple trailer combinations over mountainous highways

Nordic Studded

Ÿ Designed for easier installation and handling, using lighter, stronger 
components

Ÿ 7mm hardened, studded alloy cross chain

Lightweight

Ÿ 7mm hardened, studded alloy cross chain
Ÿ 8mm heavy duty hardened side chains and hardware

Ÿ Triple sets: Recommended for drive axle applications
Ÿ Single sets: Recommended for steer axles and trailers

Ÿ 6mm high strength side chain with extra hardened, lighter hardware

Heavy Duty
Ÿ 8mm hardened, studded alloy cross chain
Ÿ 8mm heavy duty hardened side chains and hardware

S744
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S744LW
100 LBS53 LBS
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75 LBS
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Inquire with a CBS Parts sales representative.
Available by special order only.

All CBS “MP” series and “Nordic” tire chain sets are made of premium alloy chain. Alloy chain is stronger, it resists stretching under load and will not shatter in cold 
weather. You need your tire chain to perform in the icy cold and pulling loads up hills, why use anything less?

Effective: October 2019                            Note: All tire chain sales are final.
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